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Liz Crawford steps off the plane, home after six years in the space program and two in a Texas
prison. She expects to be met by her sister, Sara, and to share her apartment, temporarily. Instead,
she discovers Sara and two of her friends have vanished. The police are slow with answers, and Liz
takes up the search, following the meandering trail of her sisterâ€™s life. Along the way, she bends
the law, risks her freedom and her life, and learns just what she is capable of in the most extreme
circumstances.
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I nominated this book for publication on Kindle Scout and then received a free copy of it. I was very
pleasantly surprised when I read it. It is well written, with an interesting plot line and well developed
and interesting characters. It grabbed me from the very first page and held my interest until the very
last page and I felt I was experiencing the story along with the characters. There were twists and
surprises along the way that kept me guessing. This is the first book I have read by this author but I
will definitely be reading more.

This book grabbed my attention from the very beginning and held on to it until the end. I fell in love
with the main character, Liz. She is strong, brilliant, and tenacious. I can't wait to read the next book
in the series!

I received this book from Kindle Scout and received a free copy. Even though this book was
predictable it did keep my interest. I didn't like the book at first but I kept reading because I wanted
to know the outcome. By the end of the book I liked all the characters. I am looking forward to the
next book in this series.

The ultimate sacrifice for her half sister was spending two years in prison to protect her. When Sara
isn't there to meet her and is not home there is no doubt something is wrong. So the journey begins
to find her missing sister. Sara's purse is there and her telephone and she wouldn't go anywhere
without them.This was a good plot and suspenseful, however, there were several unbelievable
situations that if you know anything about the law at all were a stretch of the imagination.

Ms Barnhart knows how to tell a great story , populate it with interesting believable characters, throw
in suspense and action; and churn out an unusual heroine. Await the next adventure of Liz
Crawford.

I normally like a good suspense novel, especially one with a smart female lead character. In spite of
the advanced education and experience as an engineer for NASA, Liz Crawford landed herself in
prison to cover for her drug-addicted sister. The story begins with Liz's return to her Kentucky roots
to start over with the help of her ner-do-well sister who apparently still can't separate herself from
the drug culture.Sadly, sister Sara is missing when she arrives and Liz applies every bad decision in
her arsenal to learn her sister's fate. As if 2 years in prison wasn't enough of a lesson, Liz lies every
chance she gets to find her sister.From credit card fraud to buy clothes, to lying on a job application,
to killing a man...I can't believe this character was meant to be admired in any way. Ok, sure the guy
was killed in self defense...but be a big girl and own it.She is as low-life as the bad guys she was
pursuing. No more Liz Crawford please...

I received this book in exchange of an honest review.In my opinion, the action on this book is a little
slow and at the end I still have some unanswered questions. The book itself is too long with too
many descriptions of situations without relevance.

One of my main impressions about this book was how evasive the main characters seem. It's
understandable that Liz doesn't want to explain that she spent time in prison, but that dishonesty
seemed to lead to lots of half-truths and then to illegal activities.The plot kept me interested, even
though I was disappointed in some decisions that Liz made. I thought that some of the twists to the
plot involving trouble at the factory provided possibilities to solve the mystery.
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